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KEY RESULTS
Babes Pregnancy Crisis Support Ltd (Babes) is a charitable organisation that is
devoted to exclusively supporting pregnant teenagers in crisis. We believe that every
pregnant teenager should be aware of the options she has and is given the
opportunity to make an informed decision with regard to her pregnancy. Support
from her family, friends and wider community is essential for a pregnant teenager to
make her decision responsibly and for her to experience a sense of normalcy during
this difficult period. Babes works closely with each pregnant teenager in crisis to
garner support for her and the decision she makes with regard to her pregnancy.
Babes also invites the community to take an active interest in our mission and to
offer their support in the form of volunteers spending time with the pregnant
teenagers, and individuals and corporates wanting to support our goals, whether
financially and/or in-kind.

KEY NUMBERS AT A GLANCE

Journeyed with 37
pregnant teenagers

Reached out to 2,221 members of
the public through various outreach
efforts

Assisted 300 individuals over our
24-hour SMS helpline

Partnered with 11 new agencies to provide
training and education for our service-users
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1. Youth Engagement & Outreach
Young people need to be engaged on the issue of teenage pregnancy. Being one of
Babes’ core focus areas, we aim to reach out to as many young people as possible so
that:


they aware that our services are available to assist pregnant teenagers who
need support, and



to encourage them to reflect on and take ownership of the issue.

This year, we reached out to 2,221 members of the public, an increase of 56% over
the last financial year (FY). This was as a result of the many activities which were
organised, including:

3 Forum Theatre Performances

4 Focus Group Discussions

6 Roadshows

2. Case Management
Our 24-hour helpline is one of our core services. This helpline is manned by Babes’
Community Workers on a rotational basis. Through our 24-hour helpline, we assisted
300 individuals this FY, an increase of 147% over the last FY.
Casework and counselling start the moment Babes’ Community Workers accept cases
that come through our helpline or are referred by other agencies and healthcare
providers. This FY, we assisted 37 pregnant teenagers. This is a decrease of 39% over
the last FY.

3. Community Integration
Community support is essential for nurturing an inclusive environment that will help
our service-users to regain a sense of normalcy. This FY, 73 new volunteers registered
with Babes, an increase of 14% over the last FY. 104 volunteers were engaged in
various activities, donating a total of 979.5 volunteer hours. We have 1 new
corporate partner and have collaborated with 11 new agencies to provide training
and employment to our service-users. We have also partnered with 4 other
organisations for fund-raising events.
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
At the time I write this, Babes has been operating independently for almost 3 years.
We were sad to lose Shaziah, our original Executive Director (ED), at the end of March
2015 but, in July 2015, we welcomed our new ED, Christina, who had to ‘hit the
ground running’. The Babes team was without an ED for 3 months, and I am grateful
to all our passionate team members who stepped up during that period to make sure
that our important work continued with minimal disruption.
We are in the fortunate position of being in good financial health. However, that has
also meant that it has been challenging to get new corporate donors who are willing
to commit to a sustained relationship with us. For the time being, Babes will be
putting greater focus on outreach to promote our work in the hope that we will
increase our profile and public interest in our cause. But that’s not the only reason for
greater outreach.
In 2014/2015, we journeyed with 63 pregnant teenagers. In 2015/2016, this number
dropped to 37, which is a decrease of about 39% year-on-year – this is in spite of our
greater outreach results and a significant increase in the number of people who
called or texted our 24-hour help line. Although it was reported in The Straits Times
on 22 February 2016 that teen pregnancies are at a 25-year low, the drop in number
of service-users has been of concern to Babes’ Board of Directors.
We had hoped that teenagers who faced a pregnancy crisis did not come to us for
support because they were adequately supported by their families or other agencies.
However, anecdotal evidence suggests that most pregnant teens came to Babes and
did not avail themselves of other pregnancy crisis services. If this is true, then we
worry about those pregnant teens who did not get the help they needed because
they were not aware that help was available; we can’t help but feel that we have
fallen short and that we need to do more.
We are working to better understand the problem of teenage pregnancy in
Singapore, in order to:


(in the longer term) determine what disruptive action we can take to reduce
the social and cultural problems that give rise to teenage pregnancy, and
work with other agencies/volunteers to try to develop holistic solutions, and
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(more urgently) develop more cohesive and effective outreach plans.

To make greater headway in our mission to make sure that these young people know
that they are not alone (no matter what choice they make), we need to, and are
planning to, reach out to young people in a language they understand, leveraging
social media and other new channels of youth communication. So please watch out
for our posters and flyers and for more online activity from Babes.
Please help us in our mission in any and every way you can, whether with financial
support or contributions of time and talent, by providing us with your ideas, or by
simply participating in our fun events to help create a greater public awareness of
Babes and its work.
I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to all our dedicated volunteers,
generous benefactors and collaborative partners for believing in, and supporting, our
work. We could not do it without you! My deep appreciation also to my fellow
Directors, Committee members and, last but by no means least, Babes’ staff and their
families, for actively supporting Babes’ mission and working towards Babes’ vision of
an inclusive society where every pregnant teenager needing support will not feel
estranged or marginalised.

Carrie Seow
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S SUMMARY
Often people ask me two questions when I meet them for the first time. What
inspired you to make the switch from the education to the social service sector and
what are your biggest struggles and challenges of being the ED of Babes?
My answer to the first question is pretty straightforward. I tell them that I loved being
an educator and have inspired many students in my 13 years of teaching but I
wanted to take on a different role – a role that enables me to help and serve people
in need. I felt that this is my calling and so when I was given an opportunity to lead a
team that helps pregnant teenagers through a rough patch in their lives and to get
back on their feet after that, I jumped at the opportunity.
The answer to the second question is something that I feel strongly about. According
to statistics published by the Immigration & Checkpoints Authority and from the
Ministry of Health, in 2015, there were 347 abortions performed on teenagers under
the age of 20. Around 359 babies were born to teenagers under the age of 19. Out
of the 706 pregnant teenagers, Babes was able to assist only 6% of them. It saddens
me to think that there may have been many teenagers facing a pregnancy crisis who
needed our support but were unaware that we were there for them. Due to this lack
of awareness and fear of the consequences of their pregnancy, pregnant teenagers
may be placed in a vulnerable situation which could result in them taking the drastic
step of abandoning their babies.
Many of us would have read about the story of an 18-year-old boy and his 14-yearold girlfriend who placed their new-born son in an SG50 bag and left it outside his
parents’ home last August, hoping that they would raise him. He pleaded guilty to a
charge of committing a rash act to endanger a human life and four counts of
underage sex. He was sentenced to 2 years’ probation and 100 hours of community
service. The baby boy is currently being cared for by his maternal grandmother.
These are the stories that we hear where the outcome could have been better if they
had known help is available for them. Babes could have journeyed with the pregnant
girl to provide her with emotional support and ensured the safety of the baby. So, the
answer to the question posed to me on my biggest struggle is how to effectively
reach out to as many pregnant teenagers as possible who may have faced a
pregnancy crisis and my challenge is to reduce the stigmatization of pregnant teens
and teen mothers.
Studies show that pregnant teenagers and teen mothers experience stigma in
multiple sectors in society. They feel it at school, in the clinics or hospitals, in the
media and sometimes the negative glares they receive in public. As a result, pregnant
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teenagers and teen mothers experience shame and guilt. This often leads to
unhealthy coping strategies, including avoiding spaces where they feel stigmatized.
This situation can change and it can start by creating a more positive environment in
schools. Teachers and staff can motivate students by modelling inclusive behaviours.
They can hold assembly talks to remind students of these values or even organise
oratorical competitions to debate and reflect on the topic on teenage pregnancy.
On our part, we decided to further step up on our outreach efforts and one of them
was to develop new collateral. We realised that we did not have our brochures placed
in schools, hospitals, polyclinics and other agencies. So, we have worked with an
agency called Up & Up and have designed catchy, yet thought-provoking collateral
that will hopefully appeal to all teenagers, parents and members of the public. We
aim to distribute our collateral by the end of 2016.
We celebrated our annual Mother’s Day event at Candylicious, Vivo City and 17
service-users and their families participated in it. We had 16 students from National
Junior College who volunteered to pack goody bags for our service-users. These girls
assisted us with such enthusiasm and offered to come back to help us out in our
other events too. We truly hope that more young people will believe in our cause
and volunteer with Babes. We would essentially like them to be Babes’ ambassadors,
and to plan and run events for us. We had many other volunteers who helped at our
Mother’s Day event too by manning the activity booths, event photography, setting
and packing up for the event and more.
Our main fund-raising event, “The Really Authentic Kumar”, was led by Beyond Social
Services. Kumar pleased the crowd with his witty jokes and it was truly a fun night for
all. Babes raised $15,700 from this event. This would not have been possible without
the support of our volunteers, donors, board and committee members.
The problem is real. The work is real. Though the statistics show that the number of
teenage girls getting pregnant in the last decade has dropped significantly, this is
not because fewer of them are having sex. Instead, they are now savvier about birthcontrol. Social workers have also commented that some teens are starting to have
sex at an earlier age and some with multiple partners too.
We do not judge the pregnant teenagers who come to us. We are there to journey
with them and help them integrate back to the community. My hope and desire is to
reach out to as many pregnant teenagers as possible and make Babes a household
name in time to come.

Christina d/o Arumugam
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OUR BACKGROUND
The work of Babes Pregnancy Crisis Support Limited (Babes) began in 2005 as a
programme under Beyond Social Services (Beyond). It was the first programme in
Singapore that provided a targeted service to teenagers needing support with their
pregnancies.
In May 2013, Babes spun off from Beyond to become a separate organisation, in
order to provide more focus on the issue of teenage pregnancy. We are the only
organisation in Singapore that is devoted to exclusively supporting pregnant
teenagers. In August 2013, Babes began operating independently.
Babes believes in taking a non-judgemental, “mother-centric” approach. We want
every pregnant teenager to be aware of her options and to make sure that she has
the opportunity to make an informed decision with regard to her pregnancy.
Babes believes that support from her family, friends and wider community is essential
for a pregnant teenager to come to, and implement, her decision responsibly. We
advocate and help her to nurture long-term, on-going support from family, friends
and volunteers and as normal a life as possible for her during her pregnancy and
beyond.
Babes was set up on 31 May 2013 as a public company limited by guarantee (Unique
Entity Number (UEN) 201314611H), and is governed by its Memorandum and Articles
of Association. It is a registered charity under the Charities Act (since 13 September
2013) and has been accorded the status of an Institution of Public Character (IPC)
from 1 October 2013 to 30 September 2017.
Our registered office address is:

Our mailing address is:

54D South Bridge Road

Blk 26, Jalan Klinik

Singapore 058685

#02-42/52
Singapore 160026

24-Hour Helpline: 8111-3535
Toll-Free Line: 1800-TeenMom (1800-833-6666)
Website:

http://babes.org.sg

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/babespregnancycrisissupport

Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/babes_pregnancysupport
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OUR VISION
Babes’ vision is for an inclusive society where every pregnant teenager needing
support will not feel estranged or marginalised.

OUR MISSION


To proactively reach out to, and journey with, girls aged 21 and below needing
support with their pregnancy, helping them to:
 make responsible decisions about their pregnancy
 take the appropriate steps to carry out their decision responsibly,
with the support of their immediate family and wider community
 navigate their lives during pregnancy and cope with the impact of
pregnancy on their lives.



To advocate for a more inclusive society, where pregnant teenagers do not feel
marginalised or estranged, by:
 raising awareness and appreciation of the problems faced by
pregnant teenagers in Singapore
 garnering community support for pregnant teens in crisis.
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OUR ORGANISATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DATE OF APPOINTMENT

Chairman

Ms Carrie Seow

31 May 2013

Treasurer

Mr Purandar Rao

22 July 2013

Members

Mr Stanley Tan

31 May 2013

Mr Gerard Ee

31 May 2013

Ms Julia Raiskin

22 July 2013

Dr Sadhana Nadarajah

22 July 2013

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Chair

Ms Julia Raiskin

Members

Ms Seema Sanghani (till 1 November 2015)
Mr Roland Randall

APPOINTMENTS AND NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
Chair

Ms Carrie Seow

Member

Mr Thomas Wai

FUND-RAISING COMMITTEE
Chair

Ms Julia Raiskin

Members

Mr Kevin Teng, Mr Steve Duncan

HUMAN RESOURCE COMMITTEE
Chair

Mr Purandar Rao

Members

Ms Carrie Seow, Ms Shuchi Bahl,
Mr Rishpal Singh

PROGRAMMES & SERVICE COMMITTEE
Chair

Ms Sadhana Nadarajah

Members

Mr Gerard Ee, Ms Sonia Chawla
Ms Geraldyn Lim (from 1 March 2016)
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STAFF
Executive Director

Christina d/o Arumugam (from 1 July 2015)

Community Worker

Noor Haslinda Md So’od

Community Worker

Goh Noriko

Community Worker

Santhiya A (from 6 July 2015)

Community Worker

Fathin Afifah (from 2 November 2015)

Community Worker

Emilah Tanzil (till 22 September 2015)

Community Worker

Hetal Gala (till 30 September 2015)

Community
Partnership Executive

Siti Fatimah

HR & Admin
Executive

Anu Cherian (from 2 September 2015)

General Worker

Jennifer Low

As at 31 March 2016, there are 7 full-time staff and 1 part-time General Worker
employed by Babes.

BANKER
DBS Bank

AUDITOR
Helmi Talib & Co.

Please refer to the Charity Portal at https://www.charities.gov.sg for more
information, including Organisation Profile, Financial Information, Annual Report and
Code Compliance (Governance Evaluation Checklist). Quick link here.
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REVIEW OF ACTIVITIES
1.

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT & OUTREACH

The Youth Engagement & Outreach component of our work focuses on reaching out
to members of the public, mainly youths. This is part of our efforts to create a more
inclusive environment for pregnant teenagers here in Singapore.
The aims of the Youth Engagement & Outreach team are:
1) To create an awareness of the avenue of help available should they or someone
they know face an unplanned pregnancy
2) To make the youths of today take
ownership of the issue of teenage
pregnancy.
This year, we partnered with several
educational and corporate institutions to
run 6 roadshows, 4 focus group
discussions and 3 forum theatre
performances to discuss and explore the
issue of teenage pregnancy in Singapore.
As part of the MediaCorp Cares
campaign, Babes received $6,000 to
launch our very first radio ad, which was
aired from October to December 2015.
We do face challenges at times, particularly getting the youths to attend our focus
groups discussions and to get them engaged in the topic. Since teenage pregnancy
is a sensitive topic, youths tend to shy away from talking about it. Knowing this, the
outreach team started off by talking about problems commonly faced by teenagers,
followed by a video of one of our service-users talking about her journey as a
pregnant teenager. The youths were then encouraged to share their views on the
video and then they started opening up. We want the youths to understand that
teenage pregnancy is a fact of life and that they should take ownership of the issue.
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During our roadshows, we encouraged members of the public, and students from ITE
College Central, to write words of encouragement to pregnant teenagers. These will
be uploaded to our social media platforms. Due to the good responses received, this
is an exercise we will continue with for other events, such as our focus group
discussions and forum theatre workshops.

Through our various activities, we have reached out to 2,221 members of the public.

2.

CASE MANAGEMENT

When a 16-year-old, Nadia*, contacted Babes 24-hour crisis helpline, she had just
found out that she was pregnant. She was already 8 months into her pregnancy.
Nadia did not have symptoms prior to this so it came as a shock to her. Nadia shared
that she did her usual daily routines such as visiting the gym and even sat through
her N-levels without any disruptions. Babes’ Community Worker invited Nadia to
meet up to see how Babes could support and journey with her, and she agreed.
Nadia informed the Community Worker that the father of the child did not know
about the pregnancy. She had broken up with her boyfriend and so did not wish to
tell him about the pregnancy. Nadia shared that she would not be able to support
the baby as she was not ready and wanted to pursue her education. Babes’
Community Worker explored the option of adoption, and Nadia expressed interest.
The Community Worker then arranged for a meeting with Nadia’s parents.
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When Babes’ Community Worker met up with Nadia’s parents, they appeared
distressed and anxious. The Community Worker explained the role she played and
explained the various options they had. Nadia’s parents believed that the best option
was to give the baby up for adoption. They felt that Nadia was still a kid and would
not be able to care for the baby. They expressed their concern that Nadia’s future
might be affected as she would be a young, unwed mother with no proper
educational qualifications.
Nadia’s mother told the Community Worker that Nadia needed a place to stay until
she gave birth. Nadia and her parents shared the flat with their relatives and they did
not want them to know about the pregnancy. Her mother broke down several times
as she felt very ashamed and blamed herself for not being a good mother.
Nadia and her parents agreed for her to stay at a shelter until she gave birth. Her
parents told their relatives that she went on a school trip to Cambodia for 2 weeks.
Babes’ Community Worker arranged for a shelter for Nadia and for an adoption
social worker to speak to Nadia and her parents. A few days later, Nadia gave birth to
a healthy baby boy and had the opportunity to spend some time with her baby. Even
though it was hard for her to part with her baby, she was firm with her decision and
believed adoption was the best decision for her baby’s well-being. When she was
discharged, the adoption social worker did the necessary procedures and brought
the baby to the adoptive parents. Babes’ Community Worker continued to follow up
with Nadia to ensure she received proper post-natal care such as confinement
nourishment. The Community Worker also provided counselling and ensured that
she integrated back into the community. Nadia has now returned home and plans to
enrol at a local polytechnic to pursue a Diploma in Interior Design.
*Not her real name.

Adoption is one of the options that Babes’ Community Workers explore with all our
service-users. Being pro-choice, we want all our service-users to be aware of the
options they have and that they have the opportunity to make an informed decision
with regard to their pregnancies. At times, we get calls from pregnant teenagers, just
like Nadia, saying that they have only realized they are pregnant at a later stage of
their pregnancy when abortion is no longer an option. These are the times where
they panic and consider taking the drastic step of abandoning their babies. Our
Community Workers are well trained to handle these situations and will make
arrangements to meet up with the girls as soon as possible to explore the best
option for them. Support from their family, friends and other resources in the
ANNUAL REPORT 2015/2016
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community is crucial to ensure that our service-users are able to resume their lives as
best as possible and, should they choose parenthood, are able to provide the best
care possible for their child. Babes’ Community Workers work with the pregnant
teenager and facilitate delivery of support and resources focusing on achieving
outcomes that ensure that the unique needs of the pregnant teenager are met
effectively and that the teenager is well supported during and after pregnancy.
This FY, Babes assisted 37 pregnant teenagers.
Outcome

FY2015/2016

Parenthood

29

Adoption

5

Abortion

3

TOTAL

37

The table above shows that 83% of our service-users chose parenthood as their
pregnancy outcome. Almost 90% of the 37 pregnant teenagers whom we assisted
were in the age range of 16 to 20. 57% of them came from low-income families
(Gross Household Income (GHI) does not exceed $2,500 per month or per capita
Income (PCI) does not exceed $625 per month).
The profile of the pregnant teenagers’ partners was similar. Out of the 37 pregnant
teenagers whom we assisted, 26 of their partners were involved in the journey. 76%
of them were in the age range of 13 to 20, and about 60% of them came from lowincome families.
Though the statistics show that more of our service-users came from lower-income
families, our services are not intended only for them. Our services are for all
teenagers facing a pregnancy crisis. However, based on our statistics and various
studies, it is clear that some teenagers from low-income or broken families may face
behavioural issues, teenage pregnancy being one of them.
Out of the 29 teenagers who chose parenthood, 16 of them delivered in this FY.
Besides providing post-natal confinement assistance, we helped our service-users to
reintegrate to the community. This outcome is important because it ensures that the
pregnant teenager is supported, either engaged in education or training, and is
coping well with parenthood with the support of her family, partner or the
community. The pie chart on the next page shows the options these 16 service-users
have chosen.
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The pregnant teenagers we assisted came to us through various channels with 47%
of them connecting directly with us through our 24-hr helpline.
Mode of contact/referral
24-hr Helpline
Hospitals
FSCs and other agencies
Beyond Social Services
Schools
Other service-users
TOTAL

FY2015/2016
17 (47%)
8 (21%)
4 (11%)
3
(8%)
3
(8%)
2
(5%)
37 (100%)

Part of our case management service is our 24-hour SMS helpline. The helpline is a
dedicated helpline for pregnant teenagers needing support or advice. However, at
times, we receive calls from the partner, friends, parents or well-wishers of the
pregnant teenager, seeking information from us. We welcome calls from them as
well. The challenge that we face most of the time is to get them to meet us for a
face-to-face meeting. These meetings enable us to engage the pregnant teenagers
and work with them in depth. However, teenagers during this crisis period tend to be
afraid and so prefer getting information over the phone instead. We try our utmost
to give them the best advice possible over the phone and follow up with them after
that via SMS too.
We have assisted 300 individuals over the helpline in FY 2015/2016.
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3.

COMMUNITY INTEGRATION

Many women struggle to cope with motherhood even with the support of their
spouse, family and community, let alone a teenager with little or no support to make
and implement the right choices for her future. Babes strives to help our serviceusers take the appropriate steps to carry out their decision responsibly with the
support of their immediate family and wider community. We have recruited a total of
73 new volunteers and engaged 104 volunteers this financial year.

Ante-natal support and assistance
We worked closely with WINGS in providing ante-natal support to. For this FY, we
have recruited 6 confinement nannies, an addition of 3 Malay confinement nannies.
The nannies having a more diverse race profile, we now have more support for all our
service-users, regardless of their background.

We have worked, and continue to work, with many passionate volunteers who are
always enthusiastic in providing pre and post-natal care and support for our serviceusers. Our volunteers have worked closely with our Babes’ Community Workers to
arrange for a one-to-one session with our service-users in the comfort of their
homes or at the volunteer’s home. This informal setting and casual interaction
between the volunteer and the service-user, which includes sharing of the volunteer’s
experience and knowledge of pregnancy, complications, challenges with new-borns,
breastfeeding, nutrition and parenting skills, has garnered positive responses from
everyone involved.

Befriender Service
It is not easy for a kid to raise a kid. That is why we seek the help of our passionate
and friendly befrienders to provide additional emotional support to our serviceusers. This FY, we are happy that 5 befrienders have joined us. Our befrienders have
provided support to our service-users in many ways, such as listening to their
problems, offering advice, financial planning, accompanying them on hospital visits,
buying of groceries and so on.
ANNUAL REPORT 2015/2016
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Forum Theatre
This FY, we have engaged 10 volunteer actors/actresses to join our acting crew.
Without their commitment and support, our forum theatre performances would not
have received the great feedback that it did.

Other than the programmes mentioned above, our volunteers were also involved in
many other aspects of our work, including:
1)

Mother’s Day Event – 24 volunteers helped in its planning and execution, such
as packing of goody bags, manning of the activity booths, event photography,
setting and packing up for the event and more.
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2)

Skills-based Workshops – 3 workshops were
conducted by our volunteers. Make-up, Baking
and Personal Grooming.

3)

Sorting out of pre-loved clothes and
donations – 27 volunteers spent their time
to help us sort the clothes. We are
heartened by the fact that many of them
were students.

New Partnerships and Collaborations
Babes endeavours to partner with many organisations to bring about positive
differences in our service-users’ lives.
This FY, we have partnered with YMCA Project Bridge that offers to assist our
service-users to acquire job skills. Our service-users can apply for any one of the 9
courses offered by YMCA, namely Makeup, Hair Dressing, Hospitality in F&B,
Culinary, Baking, Manicure & Pedicure, Web Design, Horse Stable Management and
Barista. YMCA has partnered with established corporate partners such as Kimage the
School of Hairdressing, The School of Makeup, Equine Academy and Allspice Institute
to provide the trainings. During their time there, our service-users will be mentored
by YMCA’s social workers or youth counsellors too.
Babes has also partnered with YMCA Faces that assists families who require shortterm financial assistance. With YMCA Faces helping alongside Babes, we are able to
help our service-users gain employment and become self-sustainable.
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Babes also welcomed Mount Alvernia Outreach Medical Clinic as one of our
valued partners. The clinic charges only $5 for outpatient treatment and consultation
to our service-users and their families who might not have the means or resources to
visit a private clinic to take care of their basic healthcare needs.
Other valued partners include:
 Intelligent Mental Arithmetic – For those keen to start a career in the early
childhood sector.
 Somerset Cleaning
 iCleaning Services, which offers daily paid jobs.
 E-nitiate Pte Ltd, a Social Enterprise for the Marginalised Community, which
offers various ad-hoc assignments.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Month

Event

May 2015

 Annual Mother’s Day Event

June 2015

 Forum Theatre Performance at The Arts House for
Singapore Drama Educators Association Festival

July 2015
September 2015

 Forum Theatre Performance at Republic Polytechnic
 Networking session with various youth agencies by Social
Service Office (SSO) @ Jurong

October 2015

 Roadshow at 100 Women Doing Good
 Collaboration with NTU (heysolosister.com) for in-house
roadshows (Until Mar 2016)
 Launch of Radio Ad Campaign (Until Dec 2015)

November 2015

 Roadshow at Boutiques Fair @ F1 Pit Building
 Photo exhibition at NUS

December 2015

 Musical Monkeys X’Mas
 Focus Group Discussion (Whampoa)
 Panel Discussion @ Singapore Polytechnic with Applied
Drama and Psychology students
 Networking session hosted by South Central Community
FSC

January 2016

 Roadshow at ITE College Central
 Roadshow at Bloomberg Volunteer Drive

February 2016

 Focus Group Discussion with East Zone Youth (Springfield
Secondary School)
 Focus Group Discussion with East Zone Youth (Temasek
Polytechnic, Tampines JC, Springfield Secondary School)
and Singapore Polytechnic
 Collaboration with Singapore American School to create
awareness on the services Babes provides through a
presentation in school, selling cookies and distributing
collaterals around the Woodlands neighbourhood

March 2016

 Roadshow at Boutiques Fair @ F1 Pit Building
 Focus Group Discussion with youths from the Henderson
and Whampoa communities
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Fund-raising event
“The Really Authentic Kumar” show was held on November 12 at Zouk, Singapore.
This event was led by Beyond Social Services. Babes’ share of money raised from this
event was $15,700 and this would not have been possible without the support of our
volunteers, donors, board and committee members and, of course, Beyond.

Other Internal Activities
 Monthly case study discussions
 Monthly department meetings
 Yearly team bonding activity
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST,
RELATED ENTITIES & RESERVES POLICY
MANAGEMENT AND AVOIDANCE OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Under our Conflict of Interest policy, all Directors, Board Committee Members, staff
and volunteers of Babes are required to read and understand the policy, to make full
disclosure of interests and to declare their interests on an annual basis. When a
conflict of interest situation arises, the person concerned must declare his or her
interests and abstain from participating in the discussion, decision-making and
voting on the matter.
There was no transaction with a corporation in which Directors, Board Committee
Members, staff or volunteers had an interest during the financial year 1 April 2015 to
31 March 2016.

RELATED ENTITIES – None.
RESERVES POLICY
Babes regards its unrestricted general fund as its reserves. The reserves that Babes
has set aside are to provide financial stability and a means for the development of its
principal activity. Babes intends to maintain its reserves together with the restricted
funds at a level of at least two years of its operating expenditure. The Board of
Directors will review the amount of reserves that are required to ensure that they are
adequate to fulfil Babes' continuing obligations annually. Net cash resources of Babes
are as follows:

Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables (excluding prepayments)
Payables

2016

2015

$

$

1,341,930

1,009,882

400

31,493

(209,373)
------------1,132,957

(40,430)
----------1,000,945

--------------

------------

There are no funds in deficit.
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FUNDING SOURCES
Babes does not charge for its services. We are funded by donations from
philanthropic establishments, corporate and individual donors, and government
grants managed by the National Council of Social Service (NCSS). The following
gives a breakdown of our income in 2015/2016.

*Other income,
$163,688.00

Income

Government
Subvention,
$305,041.00

Fund-raising &
Donations,
$149,835.00

* Other Income
Comprises government credits, refunds, reimbursements, services rendered and the like, and are
recognised as and when received.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW
During the financial year (FY) ending 31 March 2016, Babes incurred total operating
expenditures of $425,437. This represented an increase of 20% or $70,624 in
operating costs compared to the previous FY. The increase was mainly due to
increases in staff costs as the organization increased headcount to meet operational
requirements and programme costs.
Tote Board Social Service Fund (administered by NCSS) provided funding of
$305,041 towards Babes’ operating expenses during the FY. The remaining
operating expenses were funded by fund-raising, donations and from other income
(please refer to page 23 for the breakdown). The donations we received enabled
Babes to access the Care & Share Matching Grant and, during the FY, $145,243 was
obtained under this scheme.
The FY for Babes ended in net income of $193,127 compared to $933,956 in the
previous financial year. The decrease is significant as there was no big scale fundraising event organised in the FY as compared to the Charity Gala Dinner organised
during the previous FY. However, our surplus has increased from $1,012,097 to
$1,143,322. This has led to an improvement in our cash and cash equivalents, from
$1,009,882 in the previous FY to $1,341,930 in the FY under review.
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FUTURE PLANS AND COMMITMENTS
In addition to our usual operating costs (e.g. staff and staff-related services, facilities
and programme costs):
1) Babes would like to reach out to more young people to let them know about the
services we provide for all teenagers facing a pregnancy crisis. We will be
channelling more resources, and giving greater focus, to:
 Digital Marketing
 Creating awareness via social media platforms, including working with popular
bloggers
 Distributing new marketing collateral to all hospitals, polyclinics, women’s
clinics, private clinics, secondary schools, polytechnics, junior colleges, ITEs and
private educational institutions
 Reaching out to Primary/Secondary/JC students in innovative ways
2) We also plan to build stronger relationships with our partners and volunteers by:
 Distributing Babes’ bi-annual newsletter that will contain information on our
services, events, volunteer opportunities, etc.
 Organise a Partner and Volunteer Appreciation Event
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THANK YOUS
A BIG

THANK YOU TO….

Abogado Pte Ltd, for providing pro bono corporate secretarial services
Centre for Non-Profit Leadership (CNPL), for your support in guiding key people
to our organization for our Board Committees
Beyond Social Services, for your continued support, guidance and confidence in our
work
Global Yellow Pages Limited, for generously hosting our website and providing us
with the support needed to reach out to the larger community
KK Women's & Children's Hospital, for your partnership in ensuring that the
pregnant teenagers are well supported
Mainly I Love Kids (MILK) Fund, for your generosity and kindness in providing
Education Assistance fund for 1 service-user to pursue her studies
Mount Alvernia Hospital, for providing health care assistance at an affordable price
to our service-users and their families
National Council of Social Service (NCSS), for your confidence in us, your
friendship and support
Clay Branding Pte Ltd, for re-vamping our website with all the latest features
South Central Community Family Service Centre, for your partnership and support
Up & Up, for designing our collaterals and making us look good
WINGS, for your partnership and volunteer confinement nannies who’ve been an
excellent source of support for our pregnant teens
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YMCA, for your partnership in offering training and financial assistance to our
service-users
All our volunteers (including our Board Committee members), for generously sharing
your time, experience and expertise to serve the people we work with
The spouses, partners, children, family & friends of our staff, for respecting and
supporting their odd working hours and particular perspectives of life
Finally, our most grateful thanks to all others who are not mentioned here but have
contributed time, energy, resources or funds. Your kindness and generosity provide
reassurance to the pregnant teenagers that, with the help of their community (and
that includes you), they can better cope with their lives during and beyond their
pregnancies.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDING MARCH 2016
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